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 . . – Python Error If I use self.data.loc[key] instead of self.data['key'] in the code, I got the same error as below: KeyError: 'key'
A: You are trying to read something that does not exist. Before assigning the value, first check if the key exists. def

index_on_key(self, key): if key not in self.columns: return -1 loc = self.columns.get_loc(key) if self.data.loc[key] is not None:
return loc return -1 Contents Prehistoric Hunting and Harvesting Stone Age weapons and implements include flints, crude stone

axes, spears, and bows and arrows. The find of an extremely well-preserved man on a flint spear thrower is regarded as the
oldest direct proof of hunting in the world. Some of the implements and weapons date back as far as 32,000 years, and this man

was killed at 29,500 years ago. Hunting of large animals by humans first appeared about 10,000 years ago. The Neolithic
Revolution, which occurred about 7,000 BC, brought in some of the earliest farming, the domestication of animals and the

domestication of plants. Some of these changes might have been a result of the development of bow and arrow technology. The
hunting of animals was important in ancient history, the daily diet of most people, and all work was done at or around the

campfire. By 1,200 BC, some forms of agriculture had been domesticated, and some ancient peoples had begun to develop
cities, which was reflected in an increasing dependence upon animals for food. In many parts of the world, although wild game
animals were plentiful, they were still much hunted by man. In some areas, however, wild game was not plentiful, and human
hunting had to provide an additional source of food. In some cases, human hunting had to supplement the food supply. For

instance, the Tongan Islanders were mainly vegetarians, but had to supplement their diet of seaweed by hunting for food. These
communities also developed agriculture, but the plants cultivated were hardly suitable for their diet. In ancient China, the

excessive hunting by early humans meant the extinction of many animals,
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